Foundational Concepts by John Berges
The Foundational Concepts appear below as a guide to the audio discussion.
1. Unexplained Phenomena— UFOs, Ghosts, Psychic Phenomena. The issue
here does not so much concern the question of whether these things exist or not,
but more importantly. the enormous implications that there are other dimensions
and worlds where other forms of life exist.
2. Dimensions. The importance of unexplained phenomena such as ufos, ghosts,
etc. is that this brings up the larger question of from “where” these phenomena are
emanating? The idea that physical, intelligent beings are visiting our world from
other physical planets is fascinating enough. But, when we factor in the possibility
of other dimensions which harbor life, we expand the possibilities of universe exploration tremendously.
For instance, it is a fairly well known theory that alien forms of intelligent life travel
to our planet through another dimension and are therefore able to overcome the
enormous distances involved. But at the same time, the dimensions used to travel
here may very possibly contain forms of life and consciousness independent of the
physical races who utilize them to travel from physical point to physical point in the
third dimension.
3. Afterlife. Consciousness survives the death of the human body. The individuated
consciousness or soul of the personality retains memories of its previous physical
life and gains access to memories stored in the soul from other life experiences in
various dimensions including the physical.
4. Spirit, Matter, and Consciousness. These three components are the fundamental building-blocks of universal manifestation. These three fundamentals
emerged from the Unknown Mystery. Some metaphysical and religious texts express this Mystery as being beyond all polarities of the known and unknown. This
Mystery precedes the known and the unknown. It is neither knowable nor unknowable.
Spirit is the binding force holding all things in relationship. Matter contains degrees
of density which is molded into forms of expression by Consciousness. Just as matter exists at various densities, vibrations, or frequencies, consciousness exists at
many stages of development. Consciousness expresses itself through matter or
forms to varying degrees, from atoms to galaxies.
Forms, as understood here, comprise more than those found in the physical spacetime dimension. Forms also exist in subjective dimensions. These can be described
as the contents of the emotional and mental dimensions.
5. Human Consciousness. Consciousness that develops to the stage of selfknowing can be called human consciousness. This stage of consciousness development is represented by the broad term “soul.” Specifically, we are speaking of the
the human soul.
6. Human Soul. The human soul’s emergence within the multiverse (the “universe” comprised of dimensions beyond the space-time dimension) is a mystery
relative to why, when, how, etc.
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We are told that God or First Source generated fragments of Itself at some stage in
multiverse consciousness development. These God fragment entities eventually
were sent into the space-time dimension (our universe) as part of a “Grand Experiment” of exploration and creativity by First Source.
7. Human Origin. Humanity as we understand it from our perspective on planet
Earth at this time, comprises free-willed, intelligent beings apparently evolved from
primates. The spiritual traditions of Earth generally agree that human souls express
themselves through an instrument composed of a physical/energetic body, an emotional energy field, and a mental energy field.
The human instrument also comprises a “Genetic Mind” which it shares with all
other humans on Earth. We won’t go into this in detail here except to say that this
is not the “collective unconscious” suggested by some schools of psychology, e.g.
Jung. Rather, the Genetic Mind is a repository of human knowledge.
According to the LTO, humanity is a manifestation of souls utilizing a human instrument within the spacetime universe. As briefly stated above, the human instrument is multi-dimensional. It is designed as a vehicle of the soul or individuated
consciousness of First Source. The human instrument is the product of genetic engineering on a cosmic scale using a DNA science of which we are only now beginning to discover. Here is a brief quotation from the philosophy of the WingMakers:
“WingMakers have produced not less than one hundred thousand variations of the
human instrument – all structured around the same DNA template and each scattered across the seven physical universes of our multiverse.” See The Blueprint of
Exploration: WingMakers’ Philosophy: Chamber Three, p. 4.
8. Advanced Lives. The concept of advanced lives is based on the development of
human consciousness along various lines, such as self-identity, moral, spiritual,
cognitive, etc. All these lines have levels or stages.
More esoteric traditions claim that levels of development can be achieved which
transcend the known and accepted levels of developmental lines, such as moral,
cognitive, spiritual.
9. Spiritual Practices. Many of the major religions offer spiritual practices (for
those who seek a more intense spiritual life) such as meditation, prayer, witnessing,
and other psychological exercises, for developing states of consciousness which aid
in progressing to advanced levels along various lines of development.
10. Spiritual Goals. The goal of such practices are variously given as enlightenment, the end of suffering, getting to “heaven,” leaving the gross world behind, etc.
Many of these goals are based on the developmental level, cultural background,
and historical time of the practice and practitioners.
Thus, Wilber, for example, posits that enlightenment is relative. As a result, accepting the theory that there is an ancient (original) Central Race of humans, we can
conceive of more enlightened humans existing in the multiverse.
11. The Brotherhood. Continuing this idea of spiritual practices resulting in advanced humans, it is a natural progression to envision the possibility that these
more enlightened human beings have formed groups for helping other humans to
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achieve the same goals. This concept of group consciousness is expressed generally
as the Brotherhood.
According to James and other spiritual transmitters, a Brotherhood of advanced
lives exist on Earth and has existed for thousands of years. These transhumans remain in the background of human affairs acting as inspirational guides to any humans as they advance in their developmental lines through the various stages of
psychospiritual growth. A key stage is marked by a human’s desire to help humanity along some line, whether it be through science, culture, government, or religion.
12. The Central Race (WingMakers). The transhumans discussed here are more
advanced than we are because they are older than us. These advanced ones are
known as the Central Race (also euphemistically called WingMakers).
It is said that the Central Race was the first group of entities or souls to receive
form. These “forms” were not physical bodies as we understand them, but were instead light bodies. Eventually, through some process not explained, the WingMakers
designed “denser” forms for exploring denser levels of the multiverse. Through this
process they developed a science of genetics and genetic design through the creation of what we know as DNA. The results of their work are found in the human instruments created for the capability of inhabiting a dimension of the universe we
know as the third dimension of space-time.
13. The Lyricus Teaching Order. The LTO is the most ancient teaching organization in the multiverse. Its members are WingMakers, but they are specifically assigned the mission of shepherding the human species to the discovery of the soul.
The LTO has already accomplished this on thousands of worlds where the seeds of
humanity have been planted.
According to the LTO, it takes approximately 5,200.000 years for a species to reach
the threshold of the soul’s discovery. This event can be likened to the actual birth of
a planet’s human species into the “world” of the multi-dimensional cosmos. Prior to
this, humanity is gestating in the womb of its planetary mother.
14. The Grand Portal. This term refers to the irrefutable scientific discovery of the
human soul. Quoting from the WingMakers glossary:
“The Grand Portal is the apex discovery of humanity and ushers in profound change
to all sectors of the population. It conjoins science, metaphysics, art, and the superuniverse, placing humanity in a position to embrace all dimensions of the multiverse while existing in the third dimension.”
“The Grand Portal is the most profound discovery of a humanoid species because it
establishes the species as a member of the galactic community.”
15 Human Destiny. As can be seen from the previous quotations, not only does
the Grand Portal revolutionize humanity’s life on Earth, but it also puts us into contact with our brothers and sisters outside of earth. We ultimately join the galactic
community. We might say that it is at this stage that earth’s humanity reaches its
destined purpose for being. We do not yet know what this means in practical terms,
but it does signal our right of passage into the galactic community, from adolescence to young adulthood.
The paper Excerpts from Liminal Cosmogony contains details about some of the ef-
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fects on humanity of the Grand Portal discovery. Go to Lyricus.org, click on “About”
and then select “Purpose and Mission.”
16. The Dimensional Shift (circa. 2012). In August, 2005, James the Lyricus
teacher responsible for introducing Lyricus to humanity, released a paper entitled
“The Energetic Heart: Its Purpose in Human Destiny” The essence of this paper is
that our earth is going to experience a dimensional shift around the year 2012. As
of this writing many details of this shift are unknown. We do know that it involves
the merging of the fourth dimension with our third dimension. The fourth dimension
is the intuitive, feeling sense of human nature. This emerging fourth dimension will
bring a new form of light into our sensory range and in effect, change our reality.
Whether this will be a rapid or slow development is unknown at this time, but one
of the major effects will be a greatly increased ability of humans to see what has
been mostly invisible to human sight in the past. This newly augmented light will
open up the subtle world of ghosts, auras, departed humans, and other intelligences which live in this previously invisible world interpenetrating Earth. The secret behind UFO and ET phenomena may also be revealed by this inter-dimensional
merging.
17. The New “Normal.” According to one source, the new light which will become
universally available to humanity, will enable us to see more deeply into matter.
This process is generally described as the merging of the third and fourth dimensions. This new light is also described as an evolution in the particles of light. Again,
details are presently limited.
However, it does not take too much effort to imagine the social consequences of
such a shift in our reality. If millions of people worldwide can see into another dimension, it is possible that we will gain access to the so-called afterlife. What will
happen to the world’s religious dogmas concerning heaven and hell if we are able to
“see” our friends and loved ones in another state of existence which is neither
heaven or hell? What would be the psychological effects of seeing auras and energy
fields surrounding individuals? Might the size and color of these fields change with
the emotional reactions of people? Would certain colors predominate if a person
was being deceitful? Are there other intelligent life-forms coexisting in the interdimensional “space” of our planet? Will we see and access life-forms utilizing these
other dimensions to visit our planet? These and many other questions will suddenly
bear down on our civilization and create a revolution in human society. Everything
from religion to science to culture will be changed forever and this will affect our
laws and institutions at every level.
18. Planetary Crisis. The current geo-political crisis, environmental crisis, and
religious/cultural crisis facing humanity will be overtaken by the dimensional shift.
The hierarchical power structures will attempt to deny, spin, and control the new
normal, but without success. The planetary population will be overwhelmed by their
increased sensory response to the formerly invisible phenomena that are suddenly
visible for anyone to experience.
As a result, it is inevitable that new power alignments will take shape. New factions
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and camps will arise to adjust to our new reality. Some of these will be blocs of resistance and others will be blocs of investigation and enthusiastic desire to explore
this new world and new era. Ultimately, the various religious organizations will unite
to resist the new current carrying humanity toward the exploration of multidimensional reality and the ultimate discovery of the human soul—the Grand Portal.
The LTO is currently estimating this discovery to take place about 2080. The dimensional shift now occurring and climaxing sometime between 2012-14 is the opening
phase of entirely new ground rules for human living. This new era will provide the
environment —physical, psychological, and spiritual—for the scientific investigations
into other dimensions, and these in turn will eventually lead to the discovery of the
human soul.
19. Galactic Birth. Once Earth’s humanity discovers the Grand Portal we will be
free to enter the galactic community. The LTO materials characterize this as entry
onto the Sovereign Integral Network. This is a network of light in which Earth humanity becomes an active node. Metaphorically (perhaps literally) we will become
part of the universal circuit of cosmic interaction, exploration, and service. Service
is included here because every human species which achieves the Grand Portal level
of consciousness evolution is destined to aid another planetary world achieve the
same goal. This is all part of the Grand Experiment of First Source.
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